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Preparing for DB2 Near-realtime Business IntelligenceIBM Press, 2004
In this IBM Redbook we discuss primary processes and various alternatives that prepare you in implementing a DB2 near-realtime business intelligence environment. We discuss architectural alternatives and include overviews of software products that you can use in an implementation. As a primary focus, we tested the capabilities for supporting...
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Mastering IBM WebSphere Portal: Expert Guidance to Build and Deploy Portal ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Maximize on the power of WebSphere Portal to build and deploy portals
 If you use, develop, manage, or administer WebSphere applications, you are probably already building or managing Web portals–or well on your way to doing so. With this comprehensive book, you’ll discover how these portals bring together important functions such...
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Patterns: Broker Interactions for Intro and Inter-Enterprise (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
This Redbook concentrates on distributed application integration using the Process-focused Application Integration:Broker application pattern for intra-enterprise, and the Extended Enterprise:Exposed Broker application pattern for inter-enterprise.

The Patterns for e-business are a group of proven, reusable assets that can be used to...
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JDBC 4.0 and Oracle JDeveloper for J2EE DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2008
Data retrieval and storage are one of the most common components of J2EE applications. JDBC (Java DataBase Connectivity) is the Java API for accessing a Structured Query Language (SQL) relational database and adding, retrieving, and updating data in the database. JDBC 3.0 specification is the current specification implemented by most application...
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IBM Websphere V5.0 Performance, Scalability, and High Availability: Websphere Handbook Series (Websphere Handbook)IBM Press, 2003
This IBM Redbook discusses various options for scaling applications based on IBM WebSphere Application Server Network Deployment V5.0. It explores how a basic WebSphere configuration can be extended to provide more computing power by better exploiting the power of each machine and by using multiple machines. It examines a number of...
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IBM WebSphere Application Server v7.0 SecurityPackt Publishing, 2011

	IBM WebSphere Application Server Network Deployment is IBM's flagship J2EE application server platform. It implements the J2EE technology stack. This stack enables the WebSphere Application Server platform to execute the user's Java enterprise applications that perform business functions. There are several roles who use this platform...
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Websphere And .net CoexistenceIBM Press, 2004
This IBM Redbook explores the different coexistence scenarios for the WebSphere and .NET platforms. This book is a good source of information for solution designers and developers, application integrators and developers who wish to integrate solutions on the WebSphere and .NET platforms.

Part 1, “Introduction” is a quick...
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WebSphere Business Integration Primer: Process Server, BPEL, SCA, and SOA (The developerWorks Series)IBM Press, 2007
Introductory Guide to WebSphere Business Integration from IBM
 

Using WebSphere Business Integration (WBI) technology, you can build an enterprise-wide Business Integration (BI) infrastructure that makes it easier to connect any business resources and functions, so you can adapt more...
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Better, Faster, Lighter JavaO'Reilly, 2004
In Better, Faster, Lighter Java authors  Bruce Tate and Justin Gehtland argue that the old  heavyweight architectures, such as WebLogic, JBoss, and  WebSphere, are unwieldy, complicated, and contribute to slow  and buggy application code.  As an alternative, the authors  present two "lightweight" open...
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Patterns: Pervasive Portals Patterns for E-Business Series (Patterns for E-Business)IBM Press, 2003
This Redbook focuses on the Access Integration pattern, specifically on portals with pervasive access. The application framework for this book includes WebSphere Portal and WebSphere Everyplace Access.

This IBM Redbook focuses on the Access Integration pattern, specifically on portals with pervasive access. The book is a valuable source...
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Websphere MQ Security in an Enterprise Environment (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2003
This IBM Redbook considers an enterprise and describes some of the procedures and documentation that need to be developed to secure WebSphere MQ on the z/OS (zSeries), OS/400 (iSeries), IBM AIX (pSeries) and Windows 2000 (xSeries) platforms. This Redbook also documents the before and after configurations needed to take advantage of the recent...
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A Secure Portal Using Websphere Portal V5 and Tivoli Access Manager V4.1IBM Press, 2004
This Redbook focuses on the security aspect of Portal’s single access point to help IT architects, IT specialists, security architects and security administrators understand and implement portal security using a secure portal solution.
Portals provide a personalized single point of access to applications, content, people and processes...
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